
Sketching for visual interaction design 
Adapted from Adaptive Path’s Good Design Faster workshop



Learning Objective

Learn basic sketching techniques 

Understand when to use sketching 

Practice sketching for screen-based interaction design 

Learn to make sketch flows 



Some of my sketches



Some of my sketches



@aynne

SKETCHED 
UI 

extra fancy



Sketching vs. Drawing



Approach
Use markers and pens, not pencils 

(fast, not perfect) 

If you mess up, keep going

If you really mess up, grab a new page



Look at me

More attention

Start here

Depth: 
pop forward 
push back

Tools



Cheat 1: Line Weight



Cheat 2: Highlighting



Cheat 3: Shading & Warm Grey



Header

Tab

Filler text

User picture

Photo

Video

Pop-up 
Module

Callouts

Arrows

Drop shadows

Calendar

Page curl

Mouse cursor

Helpful Interaction Widgets



What to sketch when



Meaningful only to you 

Low fidelity 

Wildly varied 

Unsubtle

Exploratory sketching



Interpretable by others 

Higher fidelity 

More realistic 

Within a framework

Refinement sketches



Sketching search



Techniques for exploratory sketching



Lots of ideas: rough & varied



Techniques for exploratory sketching



Refinement sketching



Fewer, better ideas



Techniques for refinement sketching



Techniques for refinement sketching



Techniques for refinement sketching



DO NOT OPEN THE ENVELOPES



In the envelope you will find a piece of paper.  You and your 
team will tell the story of the movie in 8 slides or less.  
  
 
RULES:  
 
Work together to decide how to convey the plot  
 
Each image should only contain one idea or plot point 
 
Each team member must draw at least one page 
Work together to decide how to convey the plot, divide the 
work everyone in your team must contribute, take photos and 
put the images in the Google drive - use this to project your 
final images.  
  
You will be presenting from my computer, from a preso in 
Google. 
  

Choose one person to narrate. You will be presenting these to 
the rest of the class. So, DO NOT TELL the other groups what 
movie you are working on 

Sketchy Cinema 



Photograph your screens and load them up into a folder in the 
classroom google drive. 

We will project from my computer. 
Sketchy Cinema 



Homework

• Visual Quest : Take two photos of something that represents similarity and symmetry 

•  Create sketch flows of your favorite mobile app



PINK 
= 

Stuff I learned

YELLOW 
= 

Questions I Have


